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ABSTRACT
An Electrophysiological Investigation of the
Pretectal Nucleus ( Lentiformis Mesencephali )
in the Frog ( Rana pipiens )
May, 1987
Carol Kwei-Levy
B.S. , Columbia University
Ph. D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor K. V. Fite
An electrophysiological investigation vas made of the nucleus
lentiformis mesencephali (nLM) in the frog Rana pipiens. to
determine the Involvement of nLM in the mediation of horizontal
optokinetic nystagmus (OKN). Control experiments demonstrated the
folloving results: Units recorded under monocular conditions
demonstrated a significant number responsive to the moving stimuli,
but no significant preferences were noted for any particular
stimulus angle, direction or velocity. The units also recorded under
binocular conditions demonstrated no significant preferences for
stimulus angle or direction, and did not show the same significant
responsiveness to moving stimuli as did the units under monocular
conditions.
After intraocular injection of picrotoxin, a significantly
higher percentage of the units demonstrated a two- to threefold
magnitude increase in response rate over the baseline level than
units in control experiments.
vi
Multi-unit analyeea did not correspond to results obtained in
single-unit analyses regarding the stimulus angle, direction or
velocity resulting in the greatest increase in single-unit response
rates.
Although an analysis of unit response by unit location in nLM
revealed no significant results for control experiments, there were
some slight preferences observed for stimulus angle based upon the
rostral versus caudal loci of the units in nLH. In the picrotoxin
experiments, rostrally located units in nLH demonstrated a
significant preference for temporonasal stimulus directions.
The data suggest that inhibition of unit response rates under
binocular stimulating (OKN) conditions does occur in nLM, possibly
due to: 1) the presence of monocularly influenced units, 2)
ipsilateral inhibition, or 3) inhibition mediated via the
contralateral nLM in binocular conditions.
Although there exists much anatomical evidence suggesting that
the anuran nLM is homologous to the nucleus of the optic tract In
mammals, an additional physiological similarity (i.e. unit increase
in response rate under horizontal OKN stimulus conditions) was not
found in this experiment.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rana plplens. or leopard frogs, represent a unique transition
betveen aquatic and terrestrial vertebrates. Information gained from
neuroblologlcal analyses of the leopard frogs' central visual system
has been extensively utilized as a model for visual processing and as
a model for comparison vlth other terrestrial or aquatic species. Leo-
pard frogs are also relatively simple organisms behavlorally, highly
visual. Inexpensive, easy to maintain, and have been the subject of
study for over 30 years. Thus, a large literature exists vhlch
provides a broad base upon vhlch to explore further the neural
correlates of vlsuomotor behaviors (Flte, 197&, Lllnas and Precht,
1976).
The pretectal nuclear complex, located between the caudal
thalamus and midbrain, receives a major Input from the retina In frog
(Scalla and Flte, 1974) and has been studied vlth regard to various
components of visually guided behavior such as the optokinetic
nystagmus (OKN) response (Cochran et al. , 1980, Ingle, 1980,
Montgomery et al.
,
1981), wavelength discrimination (Kicllter, 1973),
and prey catching In toads (Ewert, 1974) and salamanders
(Flnkenstadt, 1980).
The anuran pretectum Is of particular Interest to Investigators
as It has a great deal of Involvement In horizontal optokinetic
nystagmus (hOKH) (Montgomery et al. ,1985). There is a range of
variation in the number and configuration of pretectal fields in
1
2amphlblane: salamanders appear to have tvo pretectal areas, vhlle
anurans seem to have three fields. The nucleus lentlformls
mesencephall (nLM), one of the retlnorecipient pretectal fields, has
direct retinal afferents, three nonvlsual afferents and tvo efferent
projections. Host of these pathways are also involved in the
mediation of the optokinetic response to some degree. Lesions of the
frog pretectum, or of nLM alone, demonstrate the importance of
pretectal structures in OKN functioning, as they result in a
substantial decrease in OKN (Fite et al. , 1980, Montgomery et
al., 1982).
Optokinetic nystagmus is the reflexive compensatory motion of
the head and eyes folloving the motion of an image across the retina.
Research has been done not only on frogs (Lazar, 1973, Montgomery et
al., 1981), but also on turtles (Hertzler and Hays, 1967, Fite et
ai.,1979 ), rabbits (Baarsma and Collewijn, 1974, Colle»iJn and
Kleinschmidt, 1975, Dufosse et al. , 1978, Simpson et al. , 1979,
Erikson et al.
,
1980, Neverov et al. , 1980), birds (Hodos and
Bonbright, 1975, Fite et al. , 1979, McKenna and Wallman, 1980,
Gioanni et al.
,
1983), cats (Carpenter, 1972, Thoden et al. , 1979,
Harris et al.
,
1980, Hoffmann and Schoppmann, 1981, Montarolo et al.,
1981), and monkeys (Pasik and Pasik, 1964, Miles and Fuller, 1974,
Pasik et al. 1977, Grosser et al. , 1979, Hepp et al. , 1982).
Comparative neuroanatomical research on the pretectum has not been
limited to amphibians, but also has included fish (Reperant et al.
,
1979, Ebbesson and Meyer, 1980, Grover and Sharma, 1981), birds
(Hodos and Bonbright, 1975, Fite et al. , 1979, McKenna and Wallman,
31980, Gionni et al., 1983), rat (Legg, 1977, Scalia and Arango, 1979,
Robertson et al. , 1980), rabbit (Collevijn, 1975, Haekava and Kimura,
1981), cat (Bon et al., 1977, Itoh, 1977, Abols and Basbaum, 1979,
Schoppmann and Hoffmann, 1979, Grahm and Berman, 1981, Hoffmann and
Schoppmann, 1981), monkey (Benevento et al. , 1977, Weber and
Hutchins, 1982), and tree shrew (Weber and Harting, 1980).
The pretectal optic complex consists of retinal projection
fibers and postsynaptic cell bodies associated vith the 1) posterior
thalamic neuropil, 2) uncinate neuropil, and 3) the large-celled
pretectal nucleus (Scalia and Fite, 1974). As reported by Montgomery
et al. (1985), historically the posterior thalamic nucleus designated
by Bellonci (1888) was divided into two parts: the area pretectalis
and an area homologous to the lateral geniculate nucleus (Herrick,
1925). "Area pretectalis* was changed to the •nucleus pretectalis"
(Lazar, 1969), to the "large-celled pretectal nucleus" (Scalia and
Gregory, 1970), to the "so- called large celled pretectal nucleus"
(Scalia and Fite, 1974). The "nucleus pretectalis" as designated by
Lazar (1969), is now believed to have contained both the pretectal
nucleus and the "uncinate neuropil" (Scalia and Fite, 1974). The area
considered by Herrick (1925) to be homologous to LGN is now believed
to correspond to the posterior thalamic nucleus originally
designated
by Bellonci (1888). Recently, Wilczynski and Northcutt (1977)
and
Montgomery et al. (1985) have suggested that the large-celled
pretectal nucleus of anurans is homologous to the nucleus
lentiformis
mesencephali (nLM) of reptiles and birds. (They will be
considered
homologous in this study). In anurans, nLH receives the largest
component of pretectal optic afferents In all 3 vertebrate classes.
In mammals, the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) has been
suggested as a homologous structure to nLM, and has been implicated
In the mediation of OKN (Collevljn, 1975,1977, Dubois and Collveljn,
1979). The pretectal complex of anurans demonstrates many of the same
characteristics of NOT (see Cochran et al.
,
1980, Katte and Hoffmann,
1980, Wllczynskl and Northcutt, 1977, Montgomery et al., 1985), and
It has thus been suggested that the frog pretectal nLM Is homologous
to the mammalian NOT.
In anurans, visually responsive units of the optic pretectal
complex have been found to be responsive to sudden dimming of the
entire visual field (von Wletershelm and Ewert, 1978), to direction-
specific movement of the large-field stimuli (Cochran et al. , 1980,
Katte and Hoffmann, 1980), and to play a major role In the detection
of stationary objects (Ingle, 1980). The large-celled pretectal
nucleus of Rana plplens contains three types of cells: 1) large,
elongated cells (25 j'm diameter), 2) medium, elongated cells (12-13 J'm
diameter), and 3) small, stellate cells (7.5-9 i'm diameter)
(Montgomery et al. , 1985). In addition, cells of the posterior
lateral nucleus and some cells In the posterior thalamic pretectal
gray send dendrites Into nLM (Montgomery et al. , 1985).
The pretectum of frogs receives Input from the retina, optic
tectum, and accessory optic system (Rubinson, 1981, Montgomery et
al., 1981, Montgomery et al. , 1985). The large-celled pretectal
nucleus, nLM, receives predominantly contralateral Input from the
5retina (Scalia and Fite, 1974, Wilczynski and Northcutt, i977).
Contralateral retinal afferents terminate most densely in the central
and superficial portions of nLH, while ipsilateral retinal afferents
terminate in most parts of nLH except the central portion. There are
also afferent connections vlth the anterior thalamus, nucleus of the
basal optic root (nBQR), mesencephalic pretectal gray, nucleus
interstitialis of the medial longitudinal fasciculus and optic
tectum. Efferent connections include those vith the ventral
rhombencephalon, nBOR, optic tectum and contralateral nLH.
In Xenopus. as compared to Rana. there is a denser and more
extensive ipsilateral retinal projection to the thalamic and
pretectal areas (Levine, 1980), possibly due to the greater size of
the Xenopus binocular field.
Some studies have examined the response properties of single
units from caudal thalamic regions in the anuran brain, which may
also have included pretectal retinorecipient and postsynaptic areas
(Ewert, 1971, Vesselkin et al. , 1971, Brown and Ingle, 1973, Brown
and Marks, 1977, Gaillard and Galand, 1979, Cochran et al. , 1980, and
Katte and Hoffmann, 1980). Cells in these areas seem to have large
receptive fields 060°) (Brown and Marks, 1977, Manteuffel, 1984),
spontaneous activity (2-16/sec. ) (Katte and Hoffmann, 1980,
Manteuffel, 1984, Cochran et al., 1984), and sensitivity to slow
visual pattern velocities (5-10°/sec. ) (Cochran et al., 1984),
although within a broad range of velocities (0. 02-75°/sec. ), the
response strength is supposedly independent of stimulus speed (Katte
and Hoffmann, 1980). Pretectal units also demonstrate directional
6selectivity, increased firing rates with temporal-to-nasal-
stimulation and decreased rates with nasotemporal stimulation
(Cochran et al.
,
1984, Hanteuffel, 1984).
In other studies using monocular stimulation, frogs (Birukov,
1937), turtles, and guinea pigs < Hayes and Ireland, 1972), and
rabbits (Fukuda and Tokita, 1957) demonstrate OKN response only to
temporal-nasal stimulation. Pigeons (Conley and Fite, 1980, Gioanni
et al., 1981) and chickens (Fukuda, 1959), however, demonstrate an
OKN response to nasotemporal stimulation, but one that is weaker than
the response to temporal-nasal stimulation. Cats and primates (Van Hof-
Van Duin, 1978, Pasik and Pasik, 1964) display symmetrical nystagmus
for both directions of stimulation. In frogs, pretectal units seem to
Increase unit activity levels in response to horizontal movements
over other directions (Cochran et al., 1984). Research by Katte and
Hoffmann (1980) described two types of direction specific cells in
frogs: 1) cells which demonstrated a greater response to preferred
directions and a lesser response (less than the spontaneous level) to
opposite directions, and 2) cells which preferred vertical stimulus
directions. In the study by Katte and Hoffmann, 25 out of 32 units
were horizontally oriented and 7 units preferred vertical directions.
The "horizontal" units were located mostly in the pretectal areas
while the "vertical" units were located more in the mesencephalic
tegmentum. Another study by Grigonis (1982) described two units in
nLM which responded to horizontal or vertical, striped moving .
patterns, and did not demonstrate directional selectivity. The units
7responded best to a stimulus velocity of 10 / sec. as opposed to
velocities greater than 15°/ sec.
In mammals, research on rabbit retinal ganglion cells (Oyster
and Barlov, 19&7) has shown that there are two groups of
directionally selective cells: 1) on-off type- these cells respond to
stationary light spots flashed in the receptive fields, resulting in
a discharge at the beginning and end of the flash, and 2) on type-
these cells respond only at the beginning of the stimulus
presentation at slow velocities (up to 1°/ sec. ). Cell responses in
the *on-off" groups seem to correspond to the directions of
displacement of objects produced by the four rectus muscles. Also, a
study by Wyatt and Daw (1974) demonstrated that the direction
sensitive retinal ganglion cells in rabbits respond better to moving
spots than to moving bars. Wyatt and Daw (1974) have proposed that
amacrine cells, which have asymmetric connections, are responsible
for directional selectivity. Research on the rabbit nucleus of the
optic tract (Collewijn, 1975) has demonstrated the following unit
properties: 1) maintained unit discharges of 25-50 spikes/ sec, 2)
large receptive fields (up to 40 x 150°), 3) excitation in one
direction and inhibition in the opposite direction (most units
responsive to anterior movement), 4) responsive within a wide range
of velocities (.01-20°/ sec), 5) responsive to random patterns,
stripes and edges, and 6) retinotopic distribution of the units in
NOT seemed to be random.
Research on the cat (Kanaseki and Sprague, 1974) has described
seven pretectal nuclei: 1) nucleus pretectalis anterior, pars
8compacta, 2) n. pretectalls anterior, pars reticularis, 3K n. p.
medialls, 4) n. p. posterior, 5) n. tractus opticus (NOT), 6) n. p.
subopticus, and 7) n. p. olivaris. Retinal projections terminate
contralaterally primarily in n. p. posterior, n. tractus opticus and
n. p. olivaris. Ipsilateral projections terminate mostly in the n.
tractus opticus and n. p. olivaris. In NOT, direction selective cells
receive retinal projections from small retinal ganglion cells located
near the area centralis. The contralateral projection is much greater
than the ipsilateral projection, by a factor of ten (Ballas et al.
,
1961). Electrophysiological research on the cat NOT (Hoffmann and
Schoppmann, 1975) has described the following unit properties: 1)
spontaneous activity (usually 20 spikes/sec. or more), 2) direction
selectivity for temporonasal, horizontal units (30 out of 30 units,
and in this study, it is important to mention that •horizontal*
o
directions included all directions except vertical up (0 ) and
vertical down (180°), 3) strong responses were generated to large
patterns, 4) optimal velocities were within 1-10°/ sec. A decrease in
activity was seen for velocities from 10-50°/ sec. and activity rates
o
fell below spontaneous levels for velocities between 50-100 / sec.
5) the contralateral eye was more effective in driving the cells than
was the ipsilateral eye, and 6) units did not habituate easily. In a
related study by Schoppmann and Hoffmann (1979), 220 units were
examined in the cat nuclei pretectalls anterior and nucleus
pretectalls posterior, with the following results: 1) 21X of the
units were responsive to slow movement (less than 100°/ sec. ) and
were direction selective, 2) 19y. were slow movement, non-direction
9selective, 3) 24M vere nonselective for stimulus velocity
-and
direction, and 4) 36y. »ere "jerk* movement selective, non-dlrectlon
selective. It has been suggested that the pretectum In the cat Is
Important for modulation of the pupillary light reflex, learning of
visual discrimination habits (Harutlunlan-Kozak et al. , 1970) and In
OKN responses (Schoppmann and Hoffmann, 1979).
When the large-celled pretectal nucleus Is lesloned, there is a
substantial reduction In head and eye saccades to optokinetic
stimulation vhlch occurs at all stimulus velocities (Montgomery et
al.
,
1982), as veil as a possible disruption of normal prey-catching
behavior called "dlslnhibltion" (Evert, 1970, Flnkenstadt, 1980).
Lesions of the pretectal nucleus superfIclalls synencephall In
pigeons result In an almost total disappearance of OKN vhen the
contralateral eye Is stimulated In a temporo-nasal direction and an
Increase In OKN vhen the Ipsllateral eye Is stimulated In a
temporonasal direction (Gloannl et al. , 1983).
Recently, OKN directional asymmetry has been found to be altered
In frogs following a monocular Intravltreal injection of picrotoxln,
a GABA antagonist. This manipulation results In the disappearance of
OKN mediated through the Injected eye but facilitation of OKN
mediated through the opposite eye, with the additional appearance of
a naso-temporal component. Hence, it was hypothesized that GABA-erglc
retinal neurons may be responsible for the inhibition of the naso-
temporal component of frog OKN (Bonaventure et al. , 1983).
In other studies, researchers have examined the effects of
picrotoxln (and GABA) upon neuronal activity in the visual system of
10
other species as well. These experiments have shown that picrotoxin
abolishes the directional selectivity of dlrectlonally sensitive
cells and changes the velocity specificity of the ON-type ganglion
cells In the rabbit retina (Dav and Ariel, 1961), Increases amplitude
and decay time of ganglion cell responses In the frog <Burkhardt,
1972), Induces a spatial reorganization of the receptive field of ON-
OFF ganglion cells in the frog (Bonaventure and Wioland, 1981), and
reduces or eliminates the directional selectivity of dlrectlonally
selective cells in turtles (Ariel and Adolph, 1985). Picrotoxin
substantially reduces the surround component of Y-cells in the cat
<Klrby and Enroth-Cugell, 1976), and, in frog retinal ganglion cells,
picrotoxin seems to abolish the inhibition exerted by the surround
upon the center of the ganglion cell's receptive field (Bonaventure
and Wloland, 1981). GABA, for vhich picrotoxin is an antagonist,
inhibits cells of all response types in the carp, except for the OFF-
center tonic cells, which are affected less (Gllckman et al. , 1982).
In the avian retina, GABA is accumulated by horizontal and amacrine
cells (Karten and Brecha, 1983), while In the carp, it is
hypothesized that GABA is released only by the amacrine cells
(Gllckman et al. , 1982). In the catfish, the red cone horizontal
cells have been found to be GABAergic, and these cells are important
in light adaptation (Lasater and Lam, 1964).
In this study, properties of units recorded from the frog nLM
were examined using an optokinetic stimulus pattern, with particular
attention given to the effects of stimulus angle and stimulus
velocity upon unit response rate. The effects of picrotoxin
11
Injections on nLH OKN response properties vere also examined,
especially concerning the appearance of a naso-temporal component.
Since picrotoxln Is a GABA antagonist, theoretically It vas expected
that Increases In receptive field areas of ganglion cells would occur
and that Inhibition of the center of the field exerted by the
surround would be abolished. Hence, it vas predicted that If
nasotemporal responses were normally inhibited by GABA, nasotemporal
OKN responses to monocular stimulation would appear after injection
of picrotoxln. Picrotoxln reportedly also causes an increase in the
duration of ON and OFF discharges, which leads to an Increase in the
number of spikes recorded as a result of visual stimulation
(Bonaventure et al. , 1983). In this study, therefore, the appearance
of a nasotemporal response to horizontal OKN stimuli under monocular
conditions and an Increase in spontaneous response rates were both
predicted.
CHAPTER II
METHODS
Normal ExperlmentB
Twenty-nine adult Rana plpiens. each approximately 9 cm in body
length, were maintained on a 12-hour light-dark cycle, at 20-24°.
Prior to surgery, the frog vas immersed in an aqueous solution of
tricaine methanesulfonate (1:500) for 25-30 minutes. The
anesthesized frog vas then placed on a vooden block designed to hold
the head securely between tvo metal rods. The eyes were kept
elevated throughout the experiment with a moistened ball of cotton
Inserted into the mouth. The frog vas maintained under anesthesia by
covering the body vith a kimvipe soaked in tricaine (1:500). The
dorsal surface of the skull vas first exposed by making longitudinal
and lateral skin incisions and folding the skin to either side.
Surrounding muscle and tissue vere dissected avay to avoid
disrupting major blood vessels during subsequent surgery. The
cranium vas then removed using a dental drill, and the dura stripped
avay, exposing the tectum for electrode insertion.
The electrodes used for recording and lesioning vere glass
micropipettes filled vith Woods-metal (range= 0.1-5 megohms at 1000
Hz). Electrodes vere pulled vith a David Kopf vertical pipette
puller (model 700D) to a tip diameter of 5-10 microns. The pipettes
vere filled vith the Woods-metal and then plated vith gold and
platinum (See procedure of Dovben and Rose (1953)). Electrode
12
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Impedance vas measured using a Frederick Haer Impedance Checker
(range for electrodes: 0.1-5 megohms at 1000 Hz).
The stimulus apparatus consisted of a modified film strip
projector having a 120-volt, 300-vatt bulb, and a reversible DC
motor and gear assembly attached to a framework containing 16 mm
sprockets. The projector produced a continuously moving stimulus
pattern vhlch vas rear-projected onto a screen placed in front of
the frog (25 cm), filling a large portion of the subject's frontal
o
field of viev (Approximately 100 ). The stimulus pattern consisted
of a repetitive black-and-white, striped pattern consisting of bars
of equal width (1.5 cm). In addition, the projector was fitted with
a dove prism which, when rotated to various positions, allowed
movement of the stimulus at any angle across the screen. Three
different stimulus velocities were used (6, 15, 24°/sec).
The pretectal area was located by a search pattern of electrode
penetrations starting approximately 1450 y-n lateral and 300 y-n
caudal to the Junction between the midline of the tectal lobes and
the dorsal thalamic region. Penetrations were approximately 1000 y-m
deep, and were continued medially until units were encountered which
spiked as a result of light in the room being turned on and off (See
Figure 11).
Data was collected in multi-unit form, and single-unit data
isolated later using a window discriminator and computer-assisted
analysis (See below). The screen in front of the frog was first
illuminated by a 100 watt tungsten bulb, filling a 100° portion of
the frog's frontal field of view. Responsiveness to small targets
Ik
filling less than 100° of the frontal field of viev, either
stationary or moved across the field, vas not determined in this
experiment. Baseline unit activity occurring during a 10-second
interval vas recorded first under binocular conditions and then
under monocular conditions vith the ipsilateral eye (i.e.
ipsilateral to the unit being recorded) covered vith an opaque
cover. Then, a stationary pattern of horizontal black and vhite
stripes, produced by the strip projector vas presented on the screen
for four consecutive 10- second intervals. These baseline response
levels vere recorded vith brief intervals (3 sec. ) of darkness
interposed. The moving OKN stimulus pattern vas then presented once
in each of 3 different planes; vertical (up and dovn), horizontal
(right and left), and oblique (45° left- up and dovn, 45° right- up
and dovn). Thus, the folloving trajectories of stimulus movement
vere presented to each unit: 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°,
315°. At each angle, three different stimulus velocities vere
presented (6, 15, 24°/Bec), for 10- second intervals vith shorter (5
sec. ) intervals of darkness interposed. This vhole procedure vas
then repeated to test monocular, contralateral responses by covering
the eye ipsilateral to the unit vith an opaque cover, leaving the
other eye uncovered. Unit activity vas amplified using an EGtG Pare
Model 113 pre-amplifier and displayed on a Tektronix 5113 dual-beam
storage oscilloscope. Activity vas simultaneously recorded on a Sony
Stereo Tape Recorder. The duration of the stimulus (and stimulus
onset/offset) vas marked by the input of a 100 Hz oscillating signal
into an alternate recording channel on the tape recorder during the
15
recording Intervals. This signal vas provided by a tone generator
which vas attached to the recorder.
After all stimulating conditions and corresponding responses
were obtained, a small electrolytic lesion vas produced by passing a
current from a lesion maker of 5 J^amps for 5 seconds (electrode
positive). After a post-lesion survival time of about 3-4 days, the
frog vas again anesthesized vith tricaine (1:500), and perfused vith
saline, folloved by Carney's Solution (60 ml absolute alcohol, 10 ml
glacial acetic acid). The brain vas excised, dehydrated vith a
series of cellosolve folloved by chloroform, and embedded in
paraffin. The brain vas then sectioned in 10-micron thick sections
coronally, on a rotary microtome. Serial sections vere saved from
the thalamus through the anterior tectum, and stained vith the
Kluver-Barerra stain.
Recorded data from approximately 80 units in nLH vere analyzed:
50 from normal experiments (30 under binocular and monocular
conditions, 20 under monocular conditions only), and 30 from
picrotoxin experiments (all 30 under monocular conditions). One
unit, histologically identified as being located in the optic
tectum, vas also analyzed. After multi-unit activity vas recorded on
tape, the data vere replayed and displayed on the oscilloscope,
vhlle simultaneously using a Frederick Haer Spike Enhancer and
Windov Discriminator modules to aid in selecting one spike amplitude
for analysis. The Spike Enhancer vas employed to enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio and effectively reduced the amount of baseline
noise", alloving firing units to be seen more clearly on the
16
oscilloscope screen. The window discriminator was set so that only
the splke(s) exceeding the boundaries determined by 2 lines on the
oscilloscope screen would be 'counted' by a computer. Thus, each
processed spike that met the amplitude criteria of the window
discriminator triggered a standard pulse output from the
discriminator (See Figure 9). In most cases, the largest amplitude
spikes were selected for analysis, although In other cases, the
window boundaries were reset to allow analysis of a second unit from
the same recorded data.
Computer analysis was performed using software developed for
the experiment under an MS-DOS operating system. A Zenith 150
computer was interfaced with an analog-to-digital converter circuit
(Data Translation 2805), which allowed the conversion of neural data
to a form recognizable by the computer. Thus, the total number of
spikes from each and every recording interval were 'counted up' and
stored onto a disk under a specific file name denoting the animal
number, hemisphere being recorded from, binocular vs. monocular
conditions, and specific stimulus conditions. Data were then
accessed from disk to determine how many spikes occurred under the
various stimulus directions and velocities.
A computer analysis of multi-unit activity was also carried out
for comparison using the same methods as in single-unit analysis.
The major difference involved the specific setting of the upper and
lower boundaries of the window discriminator. Instead of selecting
only one unit which spiked across the window boundaries, 2-4 units
were chosen for analysis. The comparison of multi-unit analysis
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versus single-unit analysis vas performed to determine if. both
analyses were similar with regard to the stimulus direction
resulting in the greatest Increase in unit response activity.
Picrotoxln Experiments
The same procedures vere followed as in the normal experiments
except for the following modifications: after the frog was Immersed
In trlcaine methanesulfonate (1:500), one eye was injected
-3
Intravltreally with 30 I'l of picrotoxln (5 x 10 M) using a
mlcrosyringe (method of Bonaventure et al., 1963). Picrotoxln takes
effect about one-half hour after Injection (Bonaventure et al.,
1983). During this time, surgery was performed on the frog to expose
the brain. The same stimuli and equipment were used as in the normal
experiments, and with the same order of stimulus presentation. 30
units from 16 frogs were recorded and analyzed. In four of these
animals, normal data were taken before the Injection of picrotoxln.
Also, a comparison was made of changes in response activity, before
and after Injection of picrotoxln, of the same unit (8 units total).
Recording from the same unit was achieved by placing the syringe
containing the picrotoxln in a position so that the tip of the
needle was already inserted into the eye before unit recording
began, but the picrotoxln not injected until after normal responses
were recorded. After data were taken from the frog under normal
conditions, the picrotoxln was then injected without Jarring the
animal or apparatus (See Fig 10). (Note: Although it is hoped that
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these recordings were indeed from the "same" units, this
-was not
conclusively proven. Thus, it cannot be assumed that the data were
taken from the same units, before and after the injection of
picrotoxin).
After data were obtained, the recording site was marked with a
lesion as in the normal experiments (5 i'amps for 5 sec. ). The frog
was sacrificed after 3-4 days, and the brain processed in the manner
outlined previously (See Normal Experiments).
Data Analysis
Normal experiments
Spike-frequency data were recorded for single units (in 10-
second stimulation Intervals), under conditions of both monocular
and binocular stimulation. The variable of stimulus direction was
further analyzed to determine which direction of movement produced
the greatest response from the unit being examined, under either
monocular or binocular stimulating conditions. Increases in the
response rate were determined by comparing the average unit activity
level during baseline trials (i.e. average number of spikes/ 10 sec.
interval, over four trials) to unit activity seen during stimulus
presentation trials. The amount of increase was often quite
variable, but occasionally would change by as much as a factor of 2.
The "most-preferred" stimulus direction was defined as the stimulus
direction resulting in the highest response rate of the unit being
recorded.
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An analysis of multi-unit activity (2-4 units/frog) from 8
normal animals vas carried out for direct comparison with single
unit data on the same frog. The analysis procedure vas the same as
for single-unit recordings, except that more than one unit vas
included in each analysis. The analysis of multi-unit activity
enabled a determination of that stimulus direction vhich produced
the greatest increase in spike frequency over baseline conditions.
Multi-unit data vas then compared to the corresponding single-unit
analysis done previously to determine if both analyses (Hulti- and
Single unit) vere similar vith regard to the stimulus direction
resulting in the greatest increase in unit response activity.
Picrotoxin experiments
Spike frequency data vere recorded for single-units (from the
hemisphere ipsilateral to the injected eye), in terms of monocular
responses. Results vere compared both vithin and across animals vith
respect to stimulus direction to determine vhich direction vas 'most
preferred* by the unit being examined. Data vas also examined to
determine any effect of stimulus velocity on response rate.
Combined data from this group vas compared to monocular
responses obtained from the normal animals (monocular stimulation)
to determine if there vere any changes in rates of responding or
preferences for stimulus direction and velocity vhich vere
attributable to the picrotoxin manipulation.
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Histology -•
The location of recording sites for 60 electrolytic lesions, 44
from normal experiments and 16 from picrotoxin experiments, relative
to the position of nLM, were determined by examination of tissue.
One unit vas identified as being located in the optic tectum (See
Fig. 1,2). nLM is composed of neurons and optic axonal terminal
arborizations located along the inner (medial) margin of the
anterior tectum (Montgomery et al. , 1985). Most of the lesions were
discrete (sizes ranged from .06mm to .2 mm), allowing comparisons to
be made of lesion sites with location within nLM, according to an
atlas of the frog brain (expanded version of Scalia, 1976) (See Fig.
1,2) and detailed comparisons with HRP-labelled brain sections
(standard series reference material) which delineated clearly the
pretectal optic fields (See Figure 1). An examination of the tissue
also revealed that the area being considered as nLM was usually
located between 375-525 y-n caudal to the location of the posterior
thalamic nucleus. It was often possible to identify the cells
remaining which surrounded the lesion site. Commonly, cells of the
large neuron classification (25 .fm diameter soma) were seen which
are unique to nLM in the pretectum. This type of neuron tends to
cluster around the central, dense-core area of nLM (Montgomery et
al., 1985).
C H A P T E R III
RESULTS
Control ExperlmentB
One unit vas identified as being located in the optic tectum.
This unit demonstrated a preference for the 0° stimulus angle under
binocular conditions and for 180° under monocular conditions. The
preferred stimulus direction vas vertical and preferred stimulus
velocity 15°/ sec, under both conditions (See Table 1).
Normal Experiments
Unit responses in nLM
Eighty units, obtained from 29 animals, were histologically
identified as having originated in nLH (See Fig. 1,2). In the normal
group, 30 units vere recorded under both binocular and monocular
stimulating conditions. Twenty other units from the normal group
vere obtained under monocular stimulating conditions only. Thus, 50
units, in total, vere analyzed monocularly. There vere 30 units
obtained in the picrotoxin experiments, all obtained under monocular
stimulating conditions (See Table 1).
All of the units in nLM vere responsive to changes in
background illumination, especially to on-off changes in general
room illumination. There vas a significant difference in unit firing
rate (normals) in response to a 'blank screen* presentation, vhen
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comparing binocular versus nonocular conditions. In this comparison,
units demonstrated a tendency to decrease firing rates vlth the
monocular blank screen condition as opposed to the higher rates of
response obtained vlth the binocular blank screen condition for the
2
same unit (X =11.4, p< .01). This type of result was also found In
the normal group for the binocular versus monocular, stationary
pattern condition (X^=10. 4, p< .01) (See Table 2).
A comparison of unit responses (normals), obtained under
monocular conditions, to blank screen versus stationary pattern
stimuli, revealed no significant pattern of differences.
Approximately half of the units demonstrated an Increased response
rate to the stationary pattern, vhlle approximately half did not
demonstrate this change. This type of result vas also found under
binocular stimulating conditions. A comparison of unit responses to
binocular, moving, stimuli revealed that only 31V. of the units
increased their activity levels. Unit responses to monocular,
moving, stimulus conditions, however, demonstrated that S7% of the
units demonstrated an Increase in unit activity over baseline levels
(Table 1, Fig. 4-5).
Spontaneous activity was a consistent property of all units
recorded and could be used to identify units specifically in nLM.
The spike rate (about 2-16/sec), did not fluctuate appreciably
during the blank screen baseline interval. Also, unit activity
appeared to be independent of stimulus velocity, demonstrating no
pattern over the three stimulus velocities employed (6, 15,
24°/sec)(See Table 3).
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Changes In unit response rates were divided Into three
categories: An Increase In response rate vas defined for this study
as a 50^ or greater Increase In firing rate In response to moving
stimuli over the stationary pattern baseline level. The second
category Included units with a response rate Increase of less than
SOX over the stationary pattern level. The third category Included
units whose response rate to moving stimuli vas less than that to
the stationary pattern level. These criteria were determined by an
analysis of percentage increase in unit activity (Table A, Fig. 4-
6).
Monocular stimulation (50 units)
Under monocular stimulus conditions, 28 units (56X) met the
criterion of a >. 50% increase in response rate over the baseline
rate in response to moving stimuli, 18 ( 365£) demonstrated a <50X
increase, 2(4X) showed OX increase and 2 (4%) demonstrated less than
the baseline level of unit activity (See Table 5, Fig. 5). These
results are significant (X = 59.3, p< .001), demonstrating that
units in nLM did show increased activity in response to the moving
stimuli. Of the 28 units demonstrating the greatest Increase in unit
activity, 7(25*/.) were most responsive to vertical stimulus angles
(0,180°), 9(32y.) to oblique, upward angles (45,315°), 6(2iy.) to
horizontal angles (90,270°), and 6(21X) to oblique, downward angles
(135,225°) (See Table 6). Of these unit preferences, 8(29X) were for
nasotemporal stimulus directions, 13(46%) were for temporonasal
directions, and 7(25X) were for vertical directions (See Table 7).
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The unit preferences for stimulus angles and directions vere not
statistically significant. Also, an analysis of unit responsiveness
to upward versus dovnvard stimulus angles demonstrated a preference,
although not statistically significant, for upward moving stimuli
(13 units, 59*/.).
A comparison of binocular stimulation vs. monocular stimulation
response rates for the same 30 units
A binocular analysis was also made of the 30 units recorded
under both binocular and monocular conditions (See Table 1).
Recordings under binocular conditions showed that of these 30 units,
13 (43%) demonstrated a > 50V. Increase In response rate, under
binocular conditions, to moving stimuli, over baseline rates. 9(30'/.)
demonstrated <50V. Increase, l(3y.) demonstrated 07. Increase and
7(23X) demonstrated less than the baseline rate of activity (See
Table 5, Fig. 2,4). Of the 13 units with a >50y. Increase in activity
over baseline levels, 3(23X) were most responsive to 0,180° stimulus
angles, 2(15X) to 45,315°, 6(46y.) to 90,270°, and 2(15X) to 135,225°
(See Table 6). Four of the 13 units (3iy.) were most responsive to
nasotemporal stimulus directions, 6(46)C) preferred temporonasal
directions, and 3(23%) preferred vertical directions (See Table 7).
The unit preferences for stimulus angles and directions were not
statistically significant.
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Picrotoxln Experiments
Unit responses recorded In nLM after Intraocular injection of
picrotoxln
This group Included 16 animals (30 units), 12 of vhlch vere
anesthesized, injected monocularly with picrotoxln, and then used
for neurophyslologlcal analysis. In the other four animals,
recordings vere also taken from contralateral nLH units under
monocular, normal conditions, before the Injection of picrotoxln
(See Table 1). In these 4 cases, (S units), an attempt vas made to
compare any changes in response activity, of the same unit, before
and after injection of picrotoxln. (See Table 1, Fig. 7,10).
After intravitreal injection of picrotoxln, 19 units (63X)
demonstrated a >.50% increase In response rate over the stationary
pattern baseline level, 6(27%) demonstrated <50V. increase in
response rate, 0 units demonstrated a OX increase and 3(10y.
)
demonstrated less than the baseline level of activity (See Table 5,
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Fig. 6,8). These results are significant (X = 30, p< .001),
demonstrating that units were responsive to the moving stimuli. Of
the 19 units shoving the greatest increases in unit activity, 5
units (26*/.) vere most responsive to the stimulus angles 0,180°, 6
(32*X) to 45,315°, 3(16%) to 90,270°, and 5(26X) to 135,225°. (See
Table 6). Also, 6 of the units (32X) demonstrated a preference for
nasotemporal stimulus directions, 8(42X) for temporonasal
directions, and 5(26y.) for vertical directions (See Table 7). These
results vere not statistically significant.
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A comparison of monocular normal data and plcrotoxln. data
demonstrates that a higher percentage of units recorded In the
plcrotoxln experiments shoved a tvo-to threefold magnitude Increase
In response rate (I.e. >100y. Increase) for specific stimulus
directions over the baseline level (40% >, than In normal experiments
(34y.) (See Table 5, Fig. 8,9). Also, after Injection of plcrotoxln,
units seemed to demonstrate greater response rates over all
directions. Instead of to one stimulus angle.
A Comparison of Multi-Unit Analysis and Slnole-Unlt Analysis
Both multi-unit responses and single-unit responses (1
unlt/anlmal) from eight normal animals were analyzed and compared
from previously taped data In order to determine whether or not
multi-unit analysis vould correspond to results obtained with single-
unit analysis with regard to the stimulus direction corresponding to
the greatest Increase in single-unit response activity. Each multi-
unit analysis Included between 2-4 units (one of which was the unit
used for single-unit analysis), which was then compared to the
single-unit analysis obtained from the same animal.
In 3 animals, the stimulus direction yielding the greatest
increase in response activity was the same when comparing multi-unit
and single-unit responses, but in the other 5 animals, this was not
the case. An analysis of stimulus direction preferences revealed a
75Y. agreement (6/8), which was not statistically significant, while
the analysis of stimulus velocity preferences demonstrated a 377.
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aqreement (3/6) (See Table 6). These results shov that nultl-unlt
data and single unit data did not concur. Hence, multi-unit analysis
vas not an acceptable method of analysis In this experiment.
Histological Results
Recordings vere taken from the caudal portions of nLH (35
units, 73V.) and rostral portions of nLM (9 units, 21X), In normal
animals (See Figure 2). Of the 35 units located caudally, 22(63r.)
demonstrated a >50y. Increase In response rates over the stationary
pattern baseline level (See Table 1). Of the 9 units located
rostrally, 6(S7X) met this criterion (See Table 1). The 22 units
located caudally demonstrated the following stimulus angle
preferences: 7(30X) were most responsive to 0,180°, 6(2750 were most
responsive to 45,315°, 5(2251) were most responsive to 90,270°, and
4(ia5C) were most responsive to 135,225° (See Table 9). Six (275C) of
these units preferred nasotemporal stimulus directions, 9(415C)
preferred temporonasal directions, and 7(325C) preferred vertical
directions (See Table 10).
Of the 6 units located rostrally demonstrating the greatest
increase in response rate: OY. were most responsive to 0,180°,
1(20'/.)
was most responsive to 45,315°, 2(40%) were most responsive to
90,270°, and 2(405C) were most responsive to 135,225° (See Table 9).
Two of the units preferred nasotemporal directions (33%), and
3(6650
preferred temporonasal direction (See Table 10). These results
were
not statistically significant.
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Of the picrotoxin experiments, 19 met the criterion of a >50y.
increase in rate of response over the stationary pattern baseline
level (See Table 1). Ten of the units were located caudally and
demonstrated the following preferences for stimulus angles: 4(40*/.)
preferred 0,180°, 2(20%) preferred 45,315°, 1(10*/.) preferred
270,90°, and 3<30y.) preferred 135,225° (See Table 9). Also, 5 of the
units (50*/.) preferred nasotemporal stimulus directions, HIOY.)
preferred temporonasal directions and 4(40'/.) preferred vertical
directions (See Table 10). The 9 rostrally located picrotoxin units
demonstrated the following stimulus angle preferences: KIOV.
)
preferred 0,180°, 4(40y.) preferred 45,315°, 2(20y.) preferred
90,270°, and 2{20y.) preferred 135,225° (See Table 9). Of the 9
units, 1 ( 11'/ ) demonstrated maximal response to a nasotemporal
stimulus direction, 7(78'/.) to temporonasal directions and 1(11%) to
vertical directions (See Table 10). The preference seen for
temporonasal directions in the rostrally located picrotoxin units is
significant (X^= 8, p< .02).
Summary of Results
1. All recorded units in nLM were responsive to changes in
background illumination (i.e. on-off changes).
2. Spontaneous activity was a consistent property of all units
recorded in nLM.
3. Unit activity appeared to be independent of stimulus velocity
over the range tested.
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4. Units under monocular conditions tended to show a decrease In
firing rates In response to the 'blank screen* and 'stationary
pattern* baseline stimuli, as compared to the same unit responses
under binocular conditions.
Units recorded under monocular OKN stimulus conditions
were responsive to the moving stimuli, but no
significant preferences were noted for stimulus angles or
directions.
The units also recorded under binocular conditions demonstrated
no significant preferences for stimulus angle or direction, and
did not show the same significant responsiveness to moving
stimuli as did the units under monocular conditions.
5. After intraocular injection of picrotoxln: A higher percentage of
these units demonstrated a two-to threefold magnitude increase in
response rate over the baseline level than units in normal
experiments.
6. Multi-unit analyses do not correspond to results obtained in
single-unit analyses regarding the stimulus angle, direction or
velocity resulting in the greatest increase in single-unit
response rates.
7. An analysis of unit responses by unit location in nLM revealed no
significant results for normal experiments. In the picrotoxln
experiments, rostrally located units in nLM demonstrated a
preference for temporonasal stimulus directions.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
In this study, an electrophysiological examination was made of
the nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (nLH) in the pretectal optic
complex of the frog, Rana pipiens . Some of the properties of
pretectal units discussed in this study have been described by other
investigators. The response of pretectal units to sudden dimming of
the visual field is a property discussed by von Wietersheim and
Evert (1978), and spontaneous activity of all pretectal units was
previously described in other studies (Katte and Hoffmann, 1980,
Manteuffel, 1984, Cochran et al.,1984). However, these studies
Included recordings from a wide area of the pretectum, not just from
nLM, therefore, it is difficult to make precise comparisons with
their findings. Pretectal visual units were also found to have
response rates relatively independent of stimulus velocity both in
this study and in one by Katte and Hoffmann <0. 02-75°/sec. ) (1980).
These results of Katte and Hoffmann differ from those found by
Cochran et al. (1984), where units were responsive only to
relatively low stimulus velocities (5-10°/sec. )
.
Direction Selectivity
Most of the research done on the optic pretectum has described
a pronounced unit selectivity for certain stimulus orientations
(Cochran et al., 1980, Katte and Hoffmann, 1980, Cochran et al.
,
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1984, Manteuffel, 1984); apecifically for horizontal movement in a
temporonasal direction. Although the units demonstrated a small
preference for temporonasal directions in the present study, it vas
not found to be statistically significant (See Table 7). Also, in
this study, there was no consistent pattern of data seen to support
previous fingings of 'null directions* (See Table 1). The null
odirection is usually 180 apart from a preferred direction, has been
reported for nasotemporal (stimuli) movements (in frogs) and the
presentation of stimuli in this direction results in a decrease or
total inhibition of responses from units being recorded. Evidence in
this experiment for a null direction vas not expected, though, as
directional selectivity for stimulus angle or stimulus direction vas
not found. It is possible, hovever, that if different units in nLM
"prefer" different stimulus angles and directions, they vould not be
considered directionally selective, but could be considered
directionally "sensitive". This vould mean that the units are not
selective for Just one type of stimulus movement, but for a vider or
even vide range of movements. The data has indeed demonstrated that
many units in nLM shov directional preferences, and that as a vhoie,
they shov a range of preferences. It is believed that unit
preferences are partially dependent upon unit loci in nLM and neuron
size, and that if this is true, a generalization for nLM as a vhole
in terms of the units being selective cannot be made.
It is still unclear, hovever, as to the reasons for the
difference in results betveen this experiment and previous studies.
One possibility is the fact that other experiments have examined the
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pretectum as a whole and not Just nLM. Also, in the experiment by
Cochran et al. (1964), the units recorded in the pretectum seemed to
be the more medially located tegmental gray cell groups, a location
which was different from the unit loci found in the present
experiment. Even in previous experiments not limited to nLM, though,
there were visual units reportedly responsive to stimulus directions
other than horizontal, temporonasal ones. Cochran et al. (1964), for
example, found that a small number of pretectal units were
responsive to nasotemporal stimuli (7/61) or to vertical stimuli
(5/61). It must also be mentioned that only two stimulus
orientations were used in Cochran's study; horizontal and vertical.
Thus, none of the oblique angles were investigated. Also, one of the
criteria established by Cochran for localizing pretectal cells was
responsiveness to horizontal stimuli. This means, however, that only
units which were "horizontally* selective were selected to determine
if pretectal units preferred horizontal stimuli. In Katte and
Hoffmann's study (1960) (32 units total), units in the pretectal
region were predominantly sensitive to horizontal stimulation while
units located closer to the basal optic region were sensitive to
more vertical stimulation.
Also, in Hoffmann and Schoppmann's study (1975), •horizontal*
was defined in much broader terms than in the present experiment. As
mentioned earlier, they considered the term •horizontal* to include
oblique directions, and exclude only up and down vertical
directions. This grouping of units resulted in many more units being
described as directionally sensitive for horizontal stimuli, and
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makes comparisons between that experiment and the present, one more
difficult. When the data In this experiment Is analyzed In a similar
manner, IVI. of the units prefer 'horizontal* directions as defined
by Hoffmann and Schoppmann. This method of analysis vould result In
2
a significant number (X = 1, p< .01) of units preferring
horizontal" stimuli (Table 7).
Researchers have also described physiological properties of
areas such as the basal optic nucleus and optic tectum, both of
which, along with nLM, are Important In visual functions. Units In
the basal optic nucleus are responsive to large stimuli and very
slow stimulus velocities (less than 10°/sec. ). These units
demonstrate directional preferences for the following types: 1)
upward movement, 2) downward movement, 3) upward and nasotemporal
movement and 4) downward and nasotemporal movement. The units are
not responsive to temporonasal movements (Cochran et al., 1984).
Research on the optic tectum In frogs has demonstrated the following
unit properties: 1) habituation of units is overcome by a pause or a
new stimulus, 2) units respond to an on-off change in general
illumination, 3) units do not demonstrate directional selectivity
and 4) response rates range from 5-80 spikes/sec. (Grusser and
Grusser-Cornehls, 1976, Katte and Hoffmann, 1980). (Data from the
one tectal unit obtained in this study was considered insufficient
for comparison with the properties listed). From the results stated
above, it is clear that units in nLM have different properties in
comparison to those of units in the basal optic nucleus or optic
tectum, but also have some properties which are similar, supporting
2h
the belief that the three structures mediate some behavior (s) In
common (ex. OKN) but they each perform a different role.
If dlrectlonally selective cells exist vhlch are not located
vlthln nLM, then they must be located In another, or other areas. In
the study by Cochran et al.(1984), dlrectlonally selective units
were found In the medially located tegmental gray cell groups. This
area, then, Is a strong possibility for the location of direction
selective cells. Another study by Grlgonls (1982) also examined unit
responses from various areas such as nLH, pretectal gray,
posterodorsal division of the lateral thalamic nucleus and the
anterior margin of the ventromedial optic tectum. Results
demonstrated that units In the three areas other than nLM seemed to
demonstrate limited directional selectivity. Interestingly, the area
which seemed to be most responsive to horizontal stimulus directions
was the posterodorsal division of the lateral thalamic nucleus. Unit
responses in this region were reported to resemble those of class- 3
ganglion cells (Grusser and Grusser-Cornehls, 1976), and were active
during hOKN stimulus presentations. Unfortunately, in the study by
Grlgonls (1982), recordings were taken from only one unit in this
region which demonstrated sensitivity to hOKN stimuli. Thus, it
appears that there could be two (or more) areas mediating hOKN
responses. Due to the ambiguity of reported unit loci in many of the
previous experiments, however, evidence for direction selective
units in the tegmental gray or lateral thalamic nucleus is not yet
definitive.
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Note: It is possible that the methodology employed l-n this
study vas sensitive enough to allov more complete and objective
analyses of nLM pretectal units than In previous studies. Indeed,
the methodology vas designed to eliminate experimenter bias in
selecting units for analysis. Thus, this may also be a reason for
the differences found between this experiment and other experiments.
Lesion Studies
Unfortunately, as mentioned before, previous neurophysiologlcal
studies concentrating on the frog pretectum usually have not
specified exact lesion sites in the brain of the units reported. In
the studies by Katte and Hoffmann (1980) and Cochran et al. (1984),
for example, there was a great deal of ambiguity as to the loci of
pretectal units recorded. Thus, it is much more difficult to
determine to what extent other areas in the pretectum, besides nLM,
are involved in the mediation of the OKN response. Lesions of nLM in
frogs, however, have been shown to have a substantial effect on
horizontal OKN; namely, ellmlnatng the OKN response (Montgomery et
al., 1982). Pretectal neurons in frogs also seem to play a role in
detecting stationary objects (Ingle, 1980), and in salamanders,
lesions of the thalamic-pretectal region results in dislnhlbitlon of
prey catching behaviors (Finkenstadt, 1980). In rats and cats,
bilateral lesions of the pretectal area results in impaired visual
avoidance (Harutlunlan-Kozak et al. , 1970), while in the rabbit,
lesions in the lateral pretectum abolished OKN (Collewijn, 1975). It
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Is known, also, that areas other than nLM (or the pretectum as a
whole) are Involved In the mediation of OKN, and that these areas
have neuronal connections with the pretectum. For example, lesions
of the accessory optic tract and nBQR (in pigeons and turtles) (Flte
et al.
,
1979), nBQR, basal optic nucleus, perl-nBOR, anterior,
dorsal tegmental grey, and of the dorsal caudal thalamic pretectal
gray In frogs, all reduce the OKN response at mid- to high pattern
velocities (Fite et al., 1980, Montgomery et al. , 1985). The optic
tectum also demonstrates connections with the pretectum, and it
plays a major role in prey catching behavior (Brown and Ingle, 1973)
and motion detection in frogs (Ingle, 1980). In frogs, tectal
ablation results in impaired avoidance responses (Brown and Ingle,
1973).
Hence, it can be hypothesized that structures such as the
pretectum, accessory optic system and optic tectum work together in
the mediation of OKN responses. It is believed that the caudal
thalamus influences the responsivity of tectal neurons (Brown and
Ingle, 1973), and that accessory optic neurons Influence pretectal
cell responses (Montgomery et al., 1985). Behavlorally, it has been
proposed (Montgomery et al. , 1985) that when a stimulus is observed
in the peripheral visual field, the accessory optic area is
activated (nBOR), which in turn influences nLM neurons. Neurons of
nLM, in turn, could influence tectal response (and be influenced by
tectal units) as pertains to detection of motion and then prey
catching behavior.
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Possible Role of nLM
As stated In the results section, units vere found in nLH vhich
vere responsive to OKN stimuli, but vere not directionally selective
and not selective for stimulus velocities between 6-24°/sec. If nLM
is not primarily involved in the mediation of hOKN behaviors
specifically, then it may have some related role. It is possible
that nLM is involved in the detection and location of stimuli with
contrasting features, such as edges, spots or bars. This might
provide some explanation for why lesions of the pretectum will
result in an impaired ability in salamanders to detect prey
(Finkenstadt, 1980) and in frogs to avoid objects (Ingle, 1980). In
rats, rabbits and cats, lesions of the pretectum will result in
similar impairments (Harutiunian-Kozak et al. , 1970, Collewijn,
1975). It is also possible that nLM is involved in the startle
response, where the frog is responding to movement and to change in
environmental cues.
It is also known that in rabbits and cats, W-fibers provide
input to the nucleus of the optic tract (Collewijn, 1975, Hoffmann
and Schoppmann, 1975). H-fibers have centers which can be aroused by
light or dark spots, or in other words, are cells responsive to
stimulus contrasts. Therefore, units in nLM and units in NOT may be
responding to stimulus contrasts rather than to horizontal,
temporonasal movements exclusively.
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Effects of Binocular Versus Honocular Stlmulatton
As noted in the Summary of Results, there were units which
demonstrated differences in response rate seemingly dependent upon
whether the stimulus condition was binocular versus monocular. There
is some evidence, at least in salamanders, (Manteuffel, 1984) to
suggest that response rates may differ according to whether the
recorded unit was binocularly or monocularly influenced, and whether
there was some influence from the eye ipsilateral to the recorded
unit. Hence, binocularly influenced units responded most vigorously
when stimulated binocularly, less so when only the contralateral eye
is stimulated, and not at all if only the ipsilateral eye is
stimulated. Monocularly influenced units responded in the same way
whether or not the stimulus is presented binocularly or only to the
contralateral eye. One other type of binocularly influenced unit,
found only in salamanders thus far (Manteuffel, 1984), is responsive
only to binocular stimulation. The ipsilateral eye can also
contribute inhibitory influences on response rate, possibly derived
from the contralateral pretectum via pretecto-pretectal fibers
(Hoffmann, 1981).
As stated in the Results section, a significant percentage of
the units recorded under monocular conditions with the moving
pattern demonstrated a >. 50% increase in response rate over the
baseline rate. This result was not seen for units recorded under
binocular conditions. Also, of the units recorded under monocular
conditions, only 4% demonstrated less than the baseline level of
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response, while 56y. demonstrated a >50'/ increase in response rate.
Of the units recorded under binocular conditions, 23% demonstrated
less than the baseline level of response, and only 437. demonstrated
a >50y. increase in response rate (See Table 4). Also, from an
examination of the normal data in this experiment (See Table 1), and
a comparison of the unit activity percentage increases over baseline
rates (binocular vs. monocular conditions), it would seem that
approximately 43*/. of the units recorded were binocularly influenced.
This implies that data were taken from postsynaptic recordings in
the case of binocularly influenced units. Although it is believed
that the other 57% were monocularly influenced, this is unclear, as
it appears that an inhibitory mechanism was in effect under the
binocular stimulus conditions. Some possible explanations for these
results include: 1) Recordings were taken from more than a few
monocularly influenced units, 2) Ipsilateral inhibition was a
factor, or 3) Inhibition may have been mediated via the
contralateral nLM in binocular conditions. In this study, there
seemed to be little or no "additive effect" (i.e. more unit activity
seen) of binocular, moving stimulation, and the data do suggest that
suppression/inhibition was much more likely to occur under
binocular, moving stimulus conditions than under monocular, moving
stimulus conditions.
The examination of binocular and monocular responses of the
same unit to the blank screen and stationary pattern stimuli,
however, revealed exactly the opposite results (See Table 2). It is
possible that there do exist some units which demonstrate an
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"additive effect" in response to binocular, non-moving, stimulus
conditions, resulting in higher binocular response rates than for
those units under monocular, stationary stimulus conditions. In
contrast, an examination of these unit activity rates in response to
binocular, moving, stimulus conditions demonstrates that only 31'/. of
the units increased their activity levels. When the data are
examined as to the response rates of these units under monocular,
moving stimulus conditions, 97*/. demonstrated some increase in unit
activity. Again, there seems to be some suppression/inhibition
present, which affected the unit response rates.
It is interesting that the >50*/. criteria set in this
experiment, measuring increases in unit response rate, did not
exclude the majority of units (normals or picrotoxin cases; there
was only one unit under control conditions). Indeed, of the units
(normal and picrotoxin) included in the group with a >50*/. increase,
greater than 50*/. demonstrated a 100% increase or more (See Table 4).
Thus, it appears that when units in nLM are found which are
responsive to QKN stimuli, they often demonstrate very large
effects.
The large effects seen in this experiment may have been
influenced, in part, by the types of cells located within nLM. As
reported by Montgomery et al. (1985), four types of neurons were
observed in this nucleus: large, medium, stellate and small
(possibly glial). In looking at the present data, the large neurons
are of particular interest. These neurons have long dendrites (250
Km) which extend through the whole nucleus, and may summate activity
over the center portion of the retina. If this is so, and- if the
large cells are direction sensitive, then they may represent at
least some of the units which demonstrated the large increases in
activity found in the data. In this experiment, it must be mentioned
again that the largest spike in a given recording was often chosen
for analysis, and that the majority of units under monocular and
picrotoxin conditions shoved >^505C increases in rates. The large
spikes may represent the activity of the large cells, and although
it cannot be proven in this study that the large cells always
demonstrated large increases in response rates, it is very likely
that many of the units vith large spikes fell into this category.
Another possible explanation for the large effects is that there vas
probably electrode bias present, resulting in a tendency for the
larger units to be recorded. These cells may also be oriented across
different axes (at least two: ventrolateral and dorsomedlal (See
Montgomery et al. , 1985)). This would help explain why units in nLM
did not demonstrate selectivity for Just one stimulus direction or
angle.
By the hypothesis stated above, it seems possible that the
medium and stellate cells in nLM are responsible for some of the
smaller increases in response rates seen in this study. The smaller
cells, which may be glial, may be responsive to very small portions
of the visual field- i.e. to one particular spot in the visual field
oriented spatially in a particular way.
Plcrotoxln Experiments
From an analysis of the experiments using picrotoxin, it seems
that picrotoxin does produce some change in the responsiveness of
nLH visual units. In frog, GABA reduces the receptive field area of
both sustained and ON-OFF ganglion cells (Bonaventure and Wioland,
1981). Picrotoxin increases the receptive field area by abolishing
the inhibition exerted on the center of the field by the surround
(Bonaventure and Wioland, 1981). Picrotoxin also causes the
appearance of spontaneous discharges and an increase in the duration
of ON and OFF discharges. This leads to an increase in the total
number of spikes recorded in response to visual stimulation
(Bonaventure et al. , 1983). The assertion that GABA inhibits the
nasotemporal component of OKN (Bonaventure et al. , 1983) could not
be corroborated in this study as no unit preferences for
nasotemporal or temporonasal presentations of stimuli were observed
in nLM in normal experiments or in those using picrotoxin. There did
seem to be, however, some evidence in the picrotoxin experiments for
increased unit activity, sometimes substantial. As is seen in Table
4, the number of units in the picrotoxin experiments which
demonstrated large increases in response rate (>50y.) was greater
than the number of units meeting this criteria in the normal
experiments.
^3
Receptive Field Sizes
Pretectal units have been described as having large receptive
fields (> 60°) (Brown and Marks, 1977, Manteuffel, 1984), and being
sensitive to large-field moving stimuli (Cochran et al.
,
1980, Katte
and Hoffmann, 1980). In this study, there was no determination made
of the minimum stimulus size necessary to cause units to fire. This
question would undoubtedly be one of interest for further
investigation.
Multi-Unit vs. Single Unit Analysis
Another question which was examined in this study was that of
single-unit versus multi-unit analysis to determine if multi-unit
analysis was as accurate in determining unit preferences as was
single-unit analysis. Analysis of data, however, did not demonstrate
a concurrence of results (See Table 8). For nLM, single-unit
analysis was found to be preferable, as it was possible that multi-
unit analysis included unit activity from units with different
directional selectivities. The results suggested that neighboring
cells in nLM may demonstrate different unit preferences and multi-
unit analysis alone would not be able to specify where each unit was
located.
Unit Loci and Responses
Although the analysis of data did not reveal significant
findings for single-unit preferences for stimulus angle based upon
unit location in nLM, there seemed to be a slight preference of
caudally located units for oblique, upward or vertically moving
stimuli. For units located more rostrally, there seemed to be more
of a preference for horizontal or oblique, downward moving stimuli.
Examination of the picrotoxin experiments, however, showed no
pattern as to similar or opposite preferences for stimulus angle
compared to the normal units. The analysis of picrotoxin data for
stimulus direction, though, did demonstrate a preference for
temporonasal directions for rostrally located unite.
It is possible that differential patterns of unit responses do
exist, based upon the unit location in nLM. This could be
influenced, hypothetically, by the fact that retinal afferents to
nLM originate from two major branches of the optic tract: the axial
and marginal branches (Levine, 1980), each of which influences
different parts of nLM. There is also the possibility that there are
differences between unit responsivity in the "dense core" region of
nLM and units outside of this core region (See Montgomery et al.
,
1985). Since contralateral fibers project to the core region and
ipsilateral fibers to the peripheral or surround region, this
pattern may have a direct influence upon unit "preferences" for
stimulus direction and angle.
k5
Homology; nLM vs. MOT
Many of the previous studies examining the pretectal complex
have stated that there is a possible homology between the pretectum
and the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) (Wilczynski and Northcutt,
1977, Cochran et al,
,
1980, Katte and Hoffmann, 1980, Montgomery et
al., 1985). This hypothesis is based on anatomical similarities
between the anuran pretectum and NOT, and on similarities of the
single-unit responses recorded in these nuclei. In this study, no
particular preference for a specific stimulus direction was found in
nLM, as is found in NOT in rabbits and cats (Oyster and Barlow,
1967, Harutiunian-Kozak et al.
,
1970, Wyatt and Daw, 1974, Kanaseki
and Sprague, 1974, Collewijn, 1975, Hoffmann and Schoppmann, 1975,
Schoppmann and Hoffmann, 1979, Ballas et al.
,
1981, Ariel and Daw,
1982). Thus, this experiment cannot support the hypothesis of
homology between the frog nLM and NOT, especially when looking at
functional criteria alone. There is, however, at least one
difference between frogs and mammals which should be mentioned. As
mentioned above, studies on mammals such as rabbits and cats have
all demonstrated the existence of directionally selective cells in
NOT. They have also pointed out that there are many directionally
selective retinal ganglion cells in these animals. One study on the
frog (Backstrom et al. , 1978), though, showed that only a small
proportion of frog retinal ganglion cells (29 out of 171) were
directionally selective. Thus, it becomes apparent that attempting
to demonstrate homology between frogs and mammals, in this instance.
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Is more difficult, due to this difference. Nevertheless, It is very
possible that other pretectal structures besides nLM do contain
directionally selective cells, which would warrant further
experimentation. It is possible that nLM is homologous to a
mammalian structure other than NOT, but this would require much more
research, as it is unclear what structure would qualify.
Neuroanatomically, nLM and NOT have been considered homologous. A
functional analysis, however, demonstrates important differences.
The functional properties of nLM units, instead, are possibly more
similar to another pretectal nucleus besides NOT, in mammals.
APPENDIX
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Table 1
Averaqe Unit Response Rates/ 10 sec. to Baseline and
Movlnq Stimuli: Normal, Control, Picrotoxin Cases ('sTN, #=NT-
Direction of Preferred Stimulus Anqle, C= Caudal, R= Rostral)
Normals
Binocular Stimulation
Unit # Baseline Moving Stimulus
Hemis. Blank Stat.
Loci Screen Pattern 0 180 270 90 45 315 135 225
IL C* 5 17 44 7 25 4£ 33 11 £ 8
IR C &S £2 52 59 57 5£ 58 53 57 5£
2L R 1 3 4 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
2R C 47 35 1£ 10 8 10 14 10 11 £
3L C* 23 £ 4 4 3 4 3 2 4 5
3R C« 7 8 11 10 12 17 11 12 12 8
BL C* €,& 58 £7 50 49 54 £5 £3 48 50
6R C 32 27 29 27 25 28 31 23 28 25
16L C» 6& 58 67 50 49 54 £5 £3 48 50
16R C» 34 20 12 20 20 21 20 18 18 19
17L R# 1 2 2 2 £ 3 4 2 3 2
17R R» 30 35 31 42 45 35 43 39 38 47
ISL C* 10 105 £1 107 99 70 7fi 117 9£ 127
19L C« 14 29 1£ 7 17 14 35 21 19 £
19R R* 16 15 11 11 13 11 12 9 1£ 9
Monocular Stimulation
IL C» a 7 19 17 12 22 17 12 15 1£
IR C« 54 70 ££ 45 90 37 18 135 47 20
2L R 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
2R C« 11 8 8 9 7 7 7 3 8 10
3L C 5 3 3 9 £ 5 8 a 1 £
3R C« 1 12 18 4 4 5 £ £ 3 5
8L C 19 24 2£ 1£ 22 20 23 23 23 22
8R C* 35 51 42 42 44 44 48 53 38 51
1£L C« 18 20 20 3£ 43 28 29 50 35 37
1£R C« 77 £5 £7 54 55 50 £0 50 £2 54
17L R» 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 4 2
17R R# 44 44 45 41 40 50 48 42 45 40
ISL C» 102 130 141 143 113 149 147 148 144 135
19L C 16 1£ 15 12 10 10 12 8 11 £
19R R« 13 7 4 3 4 5 3 9 £ 5
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Table 1, cont'd.
Nomals
Binocular Sti»ulation
Unix. * Baseline Moving Stimulus
neinis* Blank Stat.
LOCI Screen Pattern 0 180 270 90 45 135 225
6 6 1 4 6 6 3 2 5
38 54 43 J/ 36 31 31 31 40 35
9L C 7 6 1 7 D 9 4 7 2 4 2
9R C* 3 5 D c3 5 7 7 4 6 8
5L C 9 5 8 2 1 7 4 1 3 1
5R C« 10 16 23 17 16 25 20 13 20 18
lOL C 10 6 12 6 4 7 9 6 7 11
lOR C 15 14 10 4 3 4 9 2 2 3
12R C» 16 17 24 6 17 25 30 50 36 21
12L C» 13 29 6 7 11 45 5 2 4 7
14R C* 15 16 6 16 18 5 3 15 6 24
22L R« 63 67 41 48 58 51 45 61 52 44
22R €• 29 41 60 52 97 54 51 110 54 70
2aR C 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
29R C« & 5 4 12 11 16 12 10 11 9
Monocular Stlnulatlon
20L C« 2 4 2 1 4 1 2 3 2 3
6L C 24 21 21 18 16 17 18 113 18 12
9L C 2 2 8 3 5 2 2 2 3 4
9R C# 4 2 5 4 2 3 3 2 3 4
5L C 1 5 2 7 5 1 2 5 1 5
5R C« 21 16 19 16 18 20 26 20 22 16
lOL C# 2 3 5 5 5 4 7 22 5 3
lOR C» 1 2 5 4 5 2 3 10 4 4
12R C« 8 6 16 9 10 9 13 10 4 4
12L C» 27 16 8 1 3 24 13 5 9 1
14R C* 18 23 19 19 13 26 27 13 29 15
22L R« 37 43 50 SO 46 45 64 46 56 52
22R C» 81 88 103 98 122 94 103 104 84 118
28R C* 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
29R C# 14 6 7 8 7 12 7 6 8 6
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Table 1, cont'd.
Nornals
Monocular Stimulation
Unit # Baseline Moving Stimulus
HgihiLs • Blank Stat.
Loci Screen Pattern 0 180 270 90 45 315 135 225
01 P Cm 34 22 1 7 X J 25 15 18 14 XD 91^x
21 22 27 23 18 30 9S 94
10 12 D 1 nxu 18 16 9 9 1 AXD a
4 4 1X 6 5 11 6 1 9x^ 0
14 4 1 7X / 12 14 18 14 x^ 1 sX »J
8 13 16 11 17 7 1 1X X 16
7 6 X X a0 7 7 7 4 g 12
TIP 11 19 19 29 33 22 30 28
17 18 15 22 17 19 21 17 19 15
34R C* 19 17 15 14 20 11 20 23 15 33
35L1C# 12 13 8 14 18 13 8 16 16 9
35R C« 33 38 37 40 37 30 31 37 28 31
36L1C» 4 5 6 4 6 5 7 7 6 6
36R R* 20 17 18 25 26 25 21 20 20 19
37L1R* IS 15 12 13 14 14 16 14 14 14
37R R« 9 7 13 17 12 9 11 18 13 15
36R C« 20 25 25 22 26 30 25 26 19 25
39L1C 9 13 8 18 16 13 15 12 13 14
39R C* 14 20 18 16 10 10 191 16 11 17
27R R# 4 9 9 13 16 24 4 22 27 17
Control
Unit #
Hemis.
Loci
Bas£
Blank
Screen
>line
Stat.
Pattern 0 180
Mc
270
iving i
90
Stimuli
45
IS
315 135 225
13L C
13L C
8
3
7
4
6
11
1
8
1
3
[onocu.
6
linocu.
6
.ar St:
3
.ar St:
8
mulat:
5
mulat:
10
on
4
on
7
5
8
5
5
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Table 1, cont'd.
Plcrotoxln
Monocular Stlaulatlon
Unit # Baseline Moving Stimulus
Hemls. Blank Stat.
Loci Screen Pattern 0 180 270 90 45 315 135 225
25R1C* 7 5 22 7 2 18 14 3 21 6
23R R» 2 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 4 4
26R C« 10 10 1 10 7 3 4 7 11 5
24R1C« 5 2 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 1
27R1R# 1 3 7 6 2 10 6 7 1 4
28R1R* 2 4 5 12 12 5 6 12 7 17
29R1C* 21 20 15 14 16 14 13 17 12 18
30R1R* 2 4 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1
31R1R* 40 35 58 90 99 70 74 88 84 97
32R1R* 24 29 33 73 75 52 52 76 65 71
33R1R« 39 37 42 53 32 44 42 41 42 46
34R1R* 21 22 28 26 30 28 22 27 25 28
35L1C# 15 13 15 24 28 11 14 30 16 33
3£L1C« 10 21 9 9 10 14 8 15 27
e3
37L1R* 17 14 14 17 14 15 18 17 1 A14 12
39L1C» a 23 18 19 11 9 16 20 O 1 12
27R2R# 4 e 10 9 21 32 5 19
< c!
2aR2R* 1 5 3 5 7 5 3 6 1
29R2C# la X J 17 17 18 22 14
30R2C 7 7 17 10 9 8 5 3 7 9
31R2R* 40 36 50 105 111 61 70 91 71 97
32R2R* 23 30 34 77 74 54 45 93 56 84
33R2R 38 37 38 57 35 43 30 40 41 43
34R2C 20 20 25 36 26 22 26 27 20 27
35L2C# 14 13 12 32 24 11 17 37 10 33
36L2C» 9 20 10 3 8 16 9 30 35 2
37L2R* 16 4 16 19 11 16 21 15 15 12
39L2C 7 24 16 25 12 15 15 22 16 13
24R2C* 1 4 6 4 6 6 5 5 7 5
25R2C# 13 5 3 10 3 51 18 3 20 5
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Table 2
A Comparison of Responses to "Blank Screen*
and 'Stationary Pattern* Stimulation:
Binocular vs. Monocular Chanqes for the Same Unit (n=30)
Unit Response Rate Chanqes as Stimulation is
Changed from Binocular to Monocular Conditions
Stimulation Increase
f %
No Chanqe
* X
Decrease
« 'L
Blank 11 37 2 7 17 56
Screen
Stationary a 27 4 13 18 60
Pattern
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TABLE 3
Responses of Dlrectlonally Sensitive Neurons
Recorded Under Monocular, Binocular and Monocular Picrotoxin
Conditions at Stimulus Velocities 6, 15 and 25° /second
Monocular Stimulus Velocity
Unit Angle 6° 25°
IL 0 16 20 22
45 17 21 12
90 18 19 28
135 17 18 11
180 4 25 21
225 26 16 7
270 7 24 16
315 14 22 11
IR 0 79 89 29
45 0 54 1
90 19 44 48
135 34 46 61
180 39 48 46
225 0 0 0
270 102 67 101
315 120 130 154
2L 0 1 1 0
45 1 0 1
90 0 0 1
135 0 1 1
180 1 1 1
225 •1 1
270 0 3 3
315 1 1 1
3L 0 0 2 8
45 9 S 9
90 7 7 1
135 0 1 2
180 17 7 3
225 6 8 4
270 2 9 7
315 10 5 12
TABLE 3, cont'd.
Stimulus Velocityv
Unit Angle 6° 25°
3R 0 11 26 18
45 5 7 5
90 3 7 6
135 0 4 4
180 0 8 4
225 4 S 7
270 3 1 7
315 3 a 7
SR 0 12 19 27
45 32 23 24
90 18 27 16
135 24 19 23
1 An 13 16 17
225 18 17 13
270 18 16 20
315 25 15 19
9L 0 5 19 0
45 4 2 1
90 2 1 2
135 3 4 1
180 8 0 2
225 5 4
270 7 2
315 3 2 2
9R 0 9 3 3
45 3 2 3
90 4 3 1
135 6 3 0
180 7 3 3
225 4 2 6
270 0 3 3
315 2 4 1
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Velocity
1 In -1 -funx u D 15° 9'=;°
lOL 0 9 2 3
45 £ 3 11
90 4 3 4
135 4 5 5
180 g 5 4
225 5 0 3
270 4 9 1
315 15 25 25
lOR 0 7 7 1
45 5 1 3
90 2 2 2
135 2 2 7
7 1 3
225 3 5 3
270 9 1 4
315 15 4 10
12L 0 3 14 7
45 7 0 33
90 59 0 13
135 5 9 12
180 2 1 2
225 2 0 2
270 1 1 6
315 0 6 8
12R 0 16 16 16
45 13 10 17
90 9 14 3
135 7 5 8
180 6 11 10
225 8 a 17
270 9 6 12
315 13 5 13
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Unit
StimuluB
Angle 6°
Velocity
15° 25°
16L 0 26 15 20
45 31 29 27
90 35 21 28
135 35 34 36
180 28 32 49
225 32 30 48
270 44 49 37
315 45 47 57
17L 0 1 3 4
45 2 0 3
90 0 4 4
135 4 4 2
180 0 1 1
225 3 1 2
270 0 4 1
315 1 4 1
21L 0 15 25 34
45 14 16 23
90 21 18 29
135 30 18 26
180 40 27 37
225 29 27 lb
270 32 29 21
315 30 33 27
27R 0 10 9 9
45 5 2 6
90 32 23 17
135 39 23 18
180 9 16 14
225 15 10 27
270 21 18 17
315 19 12 36
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Stimulus Velocity
Unit Angle 6° 25°
2aR 0 1 1 0
45 1 2 3
90 1 1 0
135 0 1 0
180 0 1 0
225 0 2 0
270 3 1 0
315 0 2 0
29R 0 8 6 7
45 7 3 10
90 13 9 14
135 10 5 10
180 5 16 3
225 7 6 6
270 11 10 2
315 5 10 2
30R 0 17 7 8
45 5 10 7
90 8 6 8
135 7 5 7
160 10 8 5
Q in 17
270 9 5 7
315 3 1 7
31R 0 14 36 23
45 35 32 33
90 38 31 17
135 30 31 29
180 29 25 24
225 26 26 33
270 19 23 14
315 24 25 17
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Stimulus Velocity
Unit Angle 6° 15° 25°
34R 0 17 14 14
45 24 22 1 A14
90 10 13 11
135 15 13 18
180 13 13 16
225 32 34 35
270 20 20 19
315 20 29 16
36L1 0 5 8 6
45 11 5 £
90 4 6 4
135 13 8 5
180 1 S 8
225 3 6 10
270 7 6 7
315 8 10 3
36R 0 15 14 19
45 24 24 16
90 13 31 31
135 15 16 26
180 27 29 20
22 19 15
270 25 22 30
315 18 17 24
37R 0 3 15 20
45 8 17 9
90 10 a 10
135 19 11 8
180 19 20 13
225 17 19 10
270 12 13 12
315 19 21 12
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Unit
^ mil 1 lisd U X illUX UB
6° 15° 25°
35L2 0 7 B 4
45 6 17 9
90 10 8 10
135 19 11 8
180 19 20 13
225 17 19 10
270 12 13 12
315 19 21 12
36L2 0 4 6 5
45 13 9 12
90 4 5 6
135 18 12 8
180 1 1 1
225 1 2 6
270 5 4 7
315 9 a G
37L2 0 10 a 11
45 20 19 14
90 13 IB 15
135 17 13 16
180 17 14 20
225 13 17
270 10 18 9
315 20 11 11
39L2 0 6 4 3
45 1 20 22
90 7 14 13
135 8 12 15
180 20 22 24
225 16 16 18
270 14 18 16
315 16 3 4
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Bi.nocul8r Stimulus Velocity
Unit 6° 15° 25°
IL 0 5S 58 20
45 30 33 27
90 38 52 48
135 5 3 11
180 Q 8 6
225 8 9 7
270 15 10 51
315 2 17 15
3R 0 10 12 11
45 14 13 7
90 14 26 13
135 10 17 8
180 7 13 10
225 10 6 8
270 9 6 22
315 7 14 14
9L 0 9 5 38
45 7 11 3
90 9 2 2
135 4 2 S
180 8 5 5
225 4 1 I
270 1 24 1
315 2 0 5
9R 0 4 5 8
45 5 7 8
90 3 4 13
135 8 6 5
180 6 2 7
225 11 4 8
270 3 6 6
315 6 6 0
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Unit
H mil 1 now UX HIUX UB
C°D
Vol rtni -f v
15°
^o
5L 0 fi & 11
45 5 6 1
90 G 6 12
135 3 4 2
f on 1 4
225 0 2 1
270 0 1 3
315 1 1 1
5R 0 17 22 30
45 19 25 17
90 19 29 28
135 15 22 24
1 AO 1 Q
225 14 30 11
270 16 13 18
315 6 20 13
lOL 0 10 16 11
45 5 15 7
90 9 7 5
135 4 6 10
160 8 3 £
225 IS 11 8
270 a 4 1
315 7 3 8
12L 0 1 11 5
45 2 8 6
90 101 32 3
135 2 8 2
180 2 11 7
225 7 8 5
270 10 12 0
315 3 1 1
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Stimulus Velocity
Unit Angle 6° 25°
12R 0 24 2 9
45 1 33 36
90 30 0 5
135 25 46 37
lao 4 10 11
225 7 35 21
270 9 18 25
315 44 153 153
14R 0 14 2 2
45 4 2 2
90 7 2 7
135 5 1 12
180 14 14 19
225 21 24 28
270 25 16 12
315 10 19 15
17L 0 3 2 2
45 0 2 9
90 1 7 2
135 2 4 2
180 0 4 3
A 2
270 5 7 6
315 2 2 1
22R 0 57 69 53
45 58 48 47
90 57 47 57
135 52 46 64
180 54 47 54
225 54 91 64
270 79 109 103
315 123 87 121
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
i mi 1 lis Velocity
15° 25°
29R 0 3 4 5
45 9 S 22
90 18 26 4
135 8 13 12
180 7 19 9
225 14 7 7
270 10 14 9
315 7 9 13
Picrotoxin
27R2 0 10 9 12
45 5 4 6
90 36 26 32
135 34 40 45
1 An g 9 12
225 17 14 14
270 19 18 26
315 22 16 19
29R2 0 14 21 17
45 24 12 31
90 18 15 20
135 21 27 15
180 12 25 15
225 X / 22
270 15 14 19
315 9 17 17
30R2 0 18 19 14
45 5 S 6
90 8 10 6
135 6 8 7
180 10 11 10
225 6 12 9
270 8 9 10
315 3 4 2
6!f
TABLE 3, cont'd.
Velocity
unit. Angle D 13 25
31R2 0 50 60 41
45 68 70 72
90 61 64 58
135 68 74 70
lUU 1 nA1U4 IIU
225 90 105 96
270 108 114 111
315 83 98 92
32R2 0 38 35 30
45 47 44 44
90 57 54 50
135 57 54 55
t An A1OX 77 74
225 84 85 84
270 76 74 72
315 91 95 92
33R2 0 40 37 36
45 30 31 30
90 38 43 48
135 39 40 43
180 57 59 55
225 46 38 45
270 30 38 37
315 40 40 41
34R2 0 30 22 23
45 25 28 25
90 22 22 23
135 30 10 20
lao 39 34 35
225 30 25 26
270 21 28 29
315 17 32 32
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
Unit
Stimulus
Angle ,0b
at * J A __Velocity
15 25
35L2 0 10 3 5
45 6 12 9
90 14 20 14
135 16 12 20
180 12 9 9
225 10 7 8
270 16 19 19
315 7 10 9
36L2 0 7 4 5
45 9 13 11
90 7 5 3
135 15 11 10
180 1 0 41
225 3 4 3
270 4 10 3
315 8 12 4
37L2 0 18 12 18
45 21 24 18
90 10 18 20
135 20 IS IS
180 21 18 18
225 11 10 15
270 8 11 14
315 17 12 16
24R2 0 7 7 4
45 4 6 5
90 7 8 4
135 9 5 8
180 6 1 5
225 B 3 6
270 8 7 3
315 4 9 2
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
i mil 1 tin Velocitvv y
Unit 6° 25°
25R2 0 0 10 0
45 0 20 34
90 40 52 80
135 38 10 12
AWW 12 a 11
225 6 5 4
270 0 10 0
315 0 10 0
25R1 0 38 11 19
45 24 18 3
90 15 21 17
135 29 20 14
1 onXoU A 1
1
X X 5
225 7 10 2
270 5 10 2
315 4 8 0
23R 0 4 1 7
45 3 6 5
90 4 8 3
135 6 4 4
180 2 5 5
225 4 e 4
270 8 2 4
315 8 4 7
24R1 0 4 4 2
45 4 3 1
90 3 1 3
135 1 0 1
180 1 0 2
225 1 0 0
270 3 2 0
315 0 0 0
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TABLE 3, cont'd.
stimulus Velocity
Unit Angle o Za
28R1 0 9 5 0
45 18 a 2
90 10 0 5
135 8 5 a
1 Af\XOU D 1 7
225 15 15 22
270 16 9 11
315 11 13 11
31R1 0 50 60 65
45 70 86 66
90 61 64 84
135 71 85 96
1 onloO 1 niJ.UJ.
225 97 101 93
270 111 60 97
315 91 100 74
32R1 0 34 24 42
45 45 48 62
90 54 S3 50
135 56 73 66
180 77 79 63
225 84 73 56
270 74 78 73
315 93 74 62
35L1 0 12 18 14
45 17 14 10
90 11 13 10
135 10 20 19
180 32 20 21
225 33 35 30
270 24 37 22
315 37 23 30
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Table 4
Greatest Percentage Increase in Unit Response Rate
to Moving Stimuli over Stationary Pattern Rate:
Normals, Picrotoxln Experiments
Percent Control Normals Picrotoxln
Increase Blnoc Honoc Blnoc Honoc
<0 7 (23X) 2 (4X) 3 (lOX)
0 1 (3) 2 (4) 0 (0)
1-49 1 9 (30) la <36) 8 (27)
50-99 1 S (20) 11 (22) 7 (23)
100 & UP 7 (23) 17 (34) 12 (40)
Percent Normals Picrotoxln
Increase Blnoc Honoc
<0 7 2 3
0 1 2 0
1-9 2 5 1
10-19 3 3 1
20-29 2 5 3
30-39 2 3 1
40-49 0 2 2
50-59 4 5 3
60-69 2 3 1
70-79 0 1 2
80-89 0 0 1
90-99 0 2 0
100 & UP 7 17 12
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Table 5
Greatest Percentage of Increase in Unit Spike Frequency Rate
in Response to Moving Stimuli over
Stationary Pattern Baseline Rate:
Normal and Picrotoxin Experiments
Normals Picrotoxin
Increase
Binocular
Stimulation
(n=30>
* X
Monocular
Units
(n=50)
* X *
Units
(n=30)
X
> 50% 13 43 28* 56 19 63
< 5oy. 9 30 18 36 8 27
OX 1 3 2 4 0 0
< Baseline
Rate
7 23 2 4 3 10
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Table 6
Units In nLH vlth >50X Increases In Response Rates Over
Stationary Pattern Rate: Number and Percentage Host
Responsive to Particular Stimulus Angles
Normals Plcrotoxln
Stimulus
Angle
(Degrees)
Monocular
Units
(n=28)
* X
Binocular
Stimulation
(n=13>
* X *
Units
(n=19>
X
0 4 14 3 23 3 16
180 3 11 0 0 2 10
45 4 14 0 0 2 10
315 5 18 2 15 4 21
90 3 11 5 39 1 5
270 3 11 1 8 2 10
135 4 14 0 0 3 1£
225 2 7 2 15 2 10
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Table 7
Unite vith >50X Increases in Response Rates
Nasotemporal vs. Temporonasal vs.
Vertical Stimulus Direction Preferences:
Normal Experiments, Picrotoxin Experiments
Normals Picrotoxin
Stimulus
Direction
Preference
Monocular
Units
<n=2a)
« X
Binocular
Stimulation
(n=13)
# X
Monocular
Units
(n=19>
* X
Horizontal
Angles
Naso-
temporal
Temporo-
nasal
1 7
4 14
3 23
2 15
1 5
2 10
Oblique
Angles
Naso-
temporal
Temporo-
nasal
& 21
9 32
3 23
2 15
5 26
6 32
Vertical
Angles
0°
180°
4 14
3 11
3 23
0 0
3 16
2 10
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Table 8
Multi-Unit Analysis versus Sinqle-Unit Analysis:
Preferred Stinulus Direction, Anqle and Velocity
Unit Stimulus
Direction
Single Multi
Stimulus
Anqle
Single Hulti
Stimulus
Velocity
Single Hulti
16 R Vertical Vertical 0° 0° 25°/sec 25 /sec
19 R TN TN 315 225 25 15
18 L TN NT 90 270 6 6
16 L NT HT 315 315 6 25
20 L NT HT 270 270 6 15
17 L TN HT 135 225 15 25
30 R TN TN 225 270 25 25
17 R NT NT 90 45 6 15
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Table 9
Units vith >SOX Increases in Response Rates
Location of Unit in nLH (Caudal vs. Rostral) and
Preferred Stimulus Angle of Unit:
Normal and Picrotoxin Cases (Monocular Conditions)
Normals Picrotoxin
Stimulus
Angle
Caudal
(n=22)
* X
Rostral
(n=6 )
* X
Caudal
(n=10)
* X
Rostral
(n=9)
« X
0 4 16 0 0 3 30 0 0
180 3 14 0 0 1 10 1 11
45 3 14 1 17 1 10 1 11
315 4 18 1 17 1 10 3 33
270 1 4 2 33 1 10 2 22
90 3 14 0 0 1 10 0 0
135 2 9 2 33 2 20 1 11
225 2 9 0 0 1 10 1 11
7k
Table 10
Units vith >50X Increases In Response Rates
Nasotemporal vs. Tenporonasal vs.
Vertical Stimulus Direction Preferences:
A Comparison of Caudal vs. Rostral nLH Units
Normals Picrotoxin
Stimulus
Direction
Caudal
(n=22)
« X
Rostral
(n=6 )
* X
Caudal
(n=10)
* X
Rostral
(n=9)
* X
Horizontal
Angles
Naso-
temporal
Temporo-
nasal
2 9
2 9
1 16
1 16
1 10
0 0
0 0
2 22
Oblique
Angles
Naso-
temporal
Temporo-
nasal
4 la
7 32
1 16
3 50
4 40
1 10
1 11
5 56
Vertical
Angles
0°
180°
4 la
3 14
0 0
0 0
3 30
1 10
0 0
1 11
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Fig. 1 (cont'd) Lesion in Optic Tectua
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81
82
Unit 16L ~-
Unlt 16L
Figure 3. A Comparison of Unit Responses: A) Binocular vs. B)
Monocular Stimulation of Same Unit (n=a) ( 1 cm= 10
spikes/10 sec, avg. unit response rate vas measured
over the 3 stimulus velocities, = stationary
pattern rate).
Fig. 3 (cont'd)
315 0
45
315
270 90
225
180 ^135
Unit 19L
Unit 19L
Unit 6L
Unit 6L
Fig. 3 (cont'd)
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90
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Unit 39L Unit 39L
A B
Figure?. A Comparison of Unit Responses: A) Before and B) After
Picrotoxin Injection ( 1 cm= 10 splkes/lO sec.
,
avg.
unit response rate was measured over the 3 stimulus
velocities)
.
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Figure 8 . Rate of Responding for 5 Picrotoxin CaeeB < 1 c«i= 10
eplkes/ 10 eec. , avg. response rate vas measured over
the 3 stimulus velocities).
.5 sv
[
2 Bsec
JU
Flgure9. Unit Analysis fro* Oscilloscope: 1) Hultl-Unlt Data
¥lth Onset of Signal Marker, 2) Single unit Data-
A) Control Data, B) Plcrotoxln Data.
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l_,5 mv
2 neec
Fig. 9 (cont'd) 2. Single Unit Data
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Figure 10. Frog in Stereotaxic. Apparatus: Preparation for
Picro-
toxin Injection.
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